Student Opinion Survey Comments about the Survey

The first time I got this survey, I did not notice the URL at the bottom so I did not find the survey. You should be more specific in your request and instructions. This is a general problem using the Web Site and Webstars...to the uninitiated how it works is a great mystery. Your Webmaster should make it easier to use and not assume everyone knows what to do.

Actually, I would recommend changing the colors of the questionnaire. It is a bit distracting and too colorful. It is too bright, which is a bit harsh on the eyes. I would recommend more neutral or more tonal colors because it tends to help see where the lines end and starts. Too bright of a color tends to be a bit confusing in finding the next question.

I am, and will always be, highly offended at the fact that I cannot put my full ethnicity on your forms because I am Bi-Racial and there is no way to mark both of my ethnic groups. I will not deny either half of myself nor will I call myself an (Other) because there is no place to write that I am half-Native and half white.

Your questions are all: "yes or no" types. The answers to questions such as how satisfied with your courses or teachers you are -- as if they are all the same -- would be false if not misleading -- those types of questions always make me think that the persons behind them don't really care about finding out much of anything. There's not much I could grasp about City College with an assessment made from answers to these questions.
Thank you

Thanks for sending me the survey. I hope my inputs on the survey help CCSF administrators, faculty members as well as all current or perspective ESL, regular, and other students.